They say golf cart.
We say golf car.
Garia has created a golf car that is so different, so fundamentally sound in its performance and aesthetics that you will want to drive it as much off the golf course as on it. Inspired by cars and built with passion, the Garia will change the way you think and feel about driving.
LEISURE TIME IS LUXURY TIME

A zero-emission and virtually no-noise vehicle, the Garia lets you enjoy your surroundings while providing comfort, superior handling and stability.

Take your Garia to the golf course, country club, or out shopping. The possibilities are endless.
From headlight to tail light, every part of the Garia is designed to be an experience. With your comfort as our sole focus, we have put thought into every detail, and created a car that has everything you need. And more.
STORE AND GO
Fitted with storage space under the lockable front bonnet, as well as a utility box behind the seats, to ensure that there is always enough room for your belongings.

STAY PLUGGED IN
Power up with a 12 V power outlet for all your electronic devices.

LIMITLESS FEATURES

DESIGNED FOR YOU
Providing more width, leg, and headroom than other golf carts and leisure vehicles, the Garia has the largest cabin in its class. The spacious cabin and car-like driving position allow for optimum comfort while driving.

CHAMPAGNE BUCKET
This removable bucket is made of the same material and color as the seat, and comes with a protective insert.
AIR SCOOP

To channel fresh air into the cabin, an adjustable air scoop is mounted into the roof.

HEADLIGHTS

Our models feature lights including parking, low and high beam head lights, tail lights, brake lights and turn signals at the front and rear.

DASHBOARD

From the soft-touch dashboard you have access to controls for the windshield wipers, refrigerator, heated windshield and golf ball and tee holder.

DIRECTION SELECTOR

Conveniently located on the steering column, the direction selector is easy to reach and simple to operate.

ALUMINUM RIMS

Our rims are crafted from automotive quality aluminum, and are available in four variations.

REFRIGERATOR

Keep your beverages cool while underway with our refrigerator option integrated into the dashboard.

*Not standard on Golf model
HYDRAULIC BRAKING SYSTEM
All Garia models feature an advanced dual circuit brake system, with brakes on all four wheels with discs at the front and drums at the rear. The system also features an automatically engaging parking brake for your convenience.

SPORTS SEATS*
Designed with a dip in the seat back and bottom to prevent sliding when going around sharp turns and high-speed drives.

LITHIUM BATTERY*
The lithium battery is exclusively manufactured and developed for Garia vehicles. A lithium battery features less battery maintenance, a longer lifespan and a 5 year warranty.

SPORT STEERING WHEEL
The unique design of the steering wheel features an ergonomic grip that enhances steering control.

DOUBLE-WISHBONE SUSPENSION
Similar to the suspension found in sports cars, the double-wishbone front suspension ensures smooth handling, accurate steering, and superb stability.
HILL HOLD SYSTEM & DESCENT CONTROL
This function holds the Garia firmly in place when stopped or starting the vehicle on a slope. In case too little acceleration is applied when starting, the hill holder function will prevent the vehicle from rolling backwards.

Descent control features regenerative breaking when going downhill or coasting. This allows the battery to recharge, provides a longer range, and gives you full control over the vehicle, even when going down a steep hill.

ALUMINUM CHASSIS
The aluminum chassis is corrosion-resistant and made of automotive grade aluminum. Standard feature on all street legal models.

DIGITAL INSTRUMENT CLUSTER
All relevant driver information is located in one place. The digital instrument cluster is an information center for speed, distance, time, battery status, warning signals, and a resettable tripmeter.

BUILT-IN CHARGER
All Garia models feature a built-in charger, and use standard power outlets so you can charge wherever electricity flows.*Optional upgrade
The Garia comes in various models ranging from 2-seaters to 6-seaters, each fitted with luxury features so you can sit back and enjoy your ride.
The street legal Garia Via is the ideal luxury vehicle for golf, leisure and street use. Take the Garia Via from the golf course straight to your favorite shop or cafe. Street legal in the USA.

MAX SPEED
40 km/h /25 mph

RANGE
40-64 km/25-40 miles

OPTIONS
2-seater, 4-seater
The street legal Garia Monaco is the ideal luxury vehicle for
golf, leisure and street use. Take the Garia Monaco from the
golf course straight to your favorite shop or cafe. Street legal
in the European Union.

MAX SPEED
40 km/h / 25 mph

RANGE
40-64 km / 25-40 miles

OPTIONS
2-seater, 4-seater, roadster
Both the Garia Via and Monaco models are available as 2+2, able to carry up to four occupants.

**Rear Seating**
The 2+2 features rear seating for 2 additional occupants, and incorporates storage space beneath the seats.

**Integrated Cabin**
All Garia models are equipped with the largest cabin in their class, and feature a sport steering wheel, cup holders, and a golf ball and tee holder.

**Roadster**
For those who prefer a sportier look, our Monaco model is available as a Roadster.
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GOLF

A unique combination of performance, versatility and elegance. The Garia Golf Car is golf optimized for use on the course. Non-street legal worldwide.

MAX SPEED
30 km/h / 19 mph

RANGE
40-64 km/25-40 miles

OPTIONS
2-seater, 4-seater
CATCH A BREEZE
The Golf’s fold-down windshield allows for a nice breeze while driving. Made of a quality, UV resistant material, so your vision remains clear.

UNDER COVER
Shaped with the utmost precision, the roof of the Golf car is designed with an improved water management system to keep you dry.

FEATURES
GARIA GOLF

A NEW GOLF DESIGN
Our golf model provides all the luxuries and comforts of our Monaco and Via models, with a few improvements to make your golfing experience even more comfortable.

ERGONOMIC GOLF BAG HOLDER
Positioned at a 45° angle, Garia golf bag holders give you easier access to your clubs, so you can get back in the game.
The Garia Courtesy is ideal for transporting larger groups, as it can hold up to 6 occupants at a time. Available in 6 or 4 seat models, the Garia Courtesy is sure to get you and your group where you need to go.

**MAX SPEED**
30 km/h / 19 mph

**RANGE**
40-64 km/25-40 miles

**OPTIONS**
4-seater, 6-seater, roadster
The Garia Courtesy elegantly integrates the additional rear seating into the design of the car, without compromising aesthetics or comfort.

For optimum comfort, the Courtesy has a footrest integrated beneath the second row seats.

Storage compartment under the rear seat provides additional space for belongings.

For maximum comfort, the Courtesy has a footrest integrated beneath the second row seat.

The same spacious cabin as is standard in all of our models can be found in the GariaCourtesy, with features such as a conveniently placed instrument cluster, cup holders, and 12 V charging port for electronic devices.

Additional cup holders, handles, and storage nets are within reach for second row passengers.

The Courtesy has a footrest integrated beneath the second row seat.

Storage compartment under the rear seat provides additional space for belongings.
We offer a multitude of high-quality accessories to customize your Garia. From aluminum rims to hand-crafted carbon fiber accessories, the options are limitless.
A Plus package
B Plus package (Roof interior)
C Refrigerator
D Golf bag attachment
E Tailgate
F Floor mat
G Car cover
H Golf bag cover
I Weather enclosure
J Stereo with Bluetooth

**PLUS PACKAGE**

A standard feature on Via and Monaco models, the plus package includes a windshield wiper/washer system, a heated windshield and an interior light.

*Not available on Golf model*
ACCESSORIZE WITH MANSORY

All Mansory parts are hand crafted in Germany of only the highest quality materials, to bring you premium carbon fiber accessories.
STANDARD EXTERIOR FEATURES
A non-metallic color, white
10” aluminum wheels – Gun Grey with diamond cut / On Golf: 10” steel wheels – Design 1 Hubcaps
Automotive style shocks and springs
Utility box behind seat (2-seater only)
Storage under rear seat bench (4-seater only)
Gloss black rear mudguards
Entry panels in brushed stainless steel
Air scoop in roof (fold down windshield in Golf)
Golf bag holders providing easy access to all pockets on golf bags [standard on 2-seaters only]
Self-retracting automotive turn signal stalk operating lights, turn signals and horn
Headlights Hi/Low Bi-Halogen
Automotive grade windshield. On Golf: Impact resistant windshield
Storage space under front bonnet, with electric lock
Hazard lights
LED tail lights

STANDARD INTERIOR FEATURES
Flat-bottom sport steering wheel with hand-sewn leather
Standard bench seat, Oak, Walnut or Cherry / On Golf: Seamless waterproof bench seat
Scorecard and pen holder on steering wheel
Golf ball and tee holder mounted on dashboard
Two storage compartments in dashboard
Double cup holders in each side with rubber grip inserts, fit regular and extra large bottles and cans
Two storage compartments in dashboard
Digital cluster with all relevant driver information. On Golf: reduced cluster
Speed handle in roof, foldable, both sides
Removable bin/storage bucket in same material as seat
Soft-touch automotive style dashboard
Pre-wired GPS power outlet inside dashboard
Off, reverse, neutral and forward gears operated by key
Hydrolink® water filler system
12 V output in dashboard
Rear view mirror
Side view mirror (only on Monaco/Via)

MEASUREMENTS
LENGTH
2-seater & Golf: 2330 mm/ 92”
4-seater length: 2790 mm/ 110”
6-seater: 3660 mm/ 144”

WIDTH
1210 mm/ 48” (excl. mirrors).
1540 mm/ 58” (incl. mirrors).

HEIGHT
2, 4, and 6-seater: 1850 mm/ 73”

WEIGHT
2-seater: 550 kg / 1213 lbs
2-seater roadster: 500 kg / 1100 lbs
Golf: 530 kg / 1168 lbs
6-seater: 640 kg / 1411 lbs
4-seater: 575 kg / 1268 lbs
4-seater roadster: 525 kg / 1157 lbs

POWER SUPPLY
Motor: High efficient 3-phase AC motor
Output rating: 3 kW (4 Hp)
Peak power: 11 kW (15 Hp)
Motor control unit: Curtiss 275 amp

Batteries: Trojan 6 x 8V T-875
Charger: On-board Delta Q charger

PERFORMANCE
Max Forward speed: 40 km/h /25 mph. Golf: Max forward speed: 24-30 km/h /15-19 mph
Max reverse speed: 11 km/h /6 mph
Range (up to): 40-64 km /25-40 miles (depending on speed, use, weather, etc.)
Curb-to-curb turning radius: 5.6 meters/ 189” [outer circle]
Charge time: approx. 7 hours [for full charge]
Hydraulic brakes with disc in the front and rear drums
Parking brake: Automatically engaged electromagnetic parking brake

CHASSIS
Via and Monaco Frame: Lightweight aluminium frame
Courtesy & Golf Frame: Automotive grade, corrosion resistant steel frame
Pack and pinion steering
Front suspension: Double wishbone suspension made from aluminium with automotive ball joints and coil-overs
Rear suspension: Live rear axle mounted with trailing links, Panhard rod and coil-overs

GENERAL
Tyre size: 205-50-10 or 205-30-12
Payload capacity: 350 kg / 770 lbs
Weight distribution: 40/60 (front/rear)

WARRANTY
Standard 3 years limited vehicle warranty
5 year chassis warranty

With Garia Lithium batteries the weight is reduced by 130kg/286lbs.